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Some Influences on Interlanguage Phonology

ABSTRACT

Elaine E. Tarone

Vas paper describes a preliminary. study which focuses on the syllable structure

of interlanguage and begins to identify some of the processes which shape that

interlanguage.

Adults learning English as a second language in a formal classroom situation,

were recorded as they described a series of pictures in _English. Two subjects

were native. speakers of Cantonese, two were native speakers of Portuguese and two

were native speakers of Korean. Their speech was transcribed and analyzed for

syllable structure.

The data support the following findings:

I) the syllable structure of the interlanguages examined was markedly different

from that of the target language;

2) in the syllable structure of the interlanguages examined, both epenthesis and

consonant deletion seemed to be used as strategies for syllable simplification,

with the first-language backgriund of the learner seeming to be related to a

preference for the strategy over the of

3) the dominant process influencing the syllable structure of the interlanguage

phonologies appeared to be language transfer;

4) a preference for the open (consonant-vowel), syllable seemed to operate as a

process independent of language transfer in influencing the syllable structure

of the interlanguage phonologies; and

O 5) glottal stop insertion appeared only between words, possibly as a result of an

attempt to produce lexical items as separate units in the speech stream.
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Sane Influences on Interlanguage Phoirlogy 1

Elaine E. Tarone

1. Introduction. One area of second language acquisition which research

has largely overlooked until very recently has been the area of ph,lology.

Most recent studies have centered upon the acquisition of morphemes, the

auxiliary, and some higher -order structures (cf. SchumannIs (1975) piper

which provides an overview of research to date). know of no studies prior

to 1975 which have attempted to systematically gather performance data on

the structure of the learners' interlanguage phonology.2 A great Many

naners have been written in the oast which claim to oredict performance in

inte,-language pronunciation bY presenting contrasttve analyses of the

nhonoloRies of English And various other languages -- but none of these, to

my knowledge, oresent systematically gathered and analyzed performance data

to validate those 'predictions.

2. Needed Research in Interlanguage Phonolsa. The study of interlanguage

phonology may focus upon a great many variables.' Several of the areas in

which research is needed are listed below.3'

2.1. Data Base. First, there is need for interlanguage researchers to

beein accumulating a base of phonological data, collected and transcribed

systematically. Such a common data base is essential in establishing the

basic facts which must be accounted for by any theory of interlanguage

phonology. The analysts of such a data base might profitably concentrate

upon either semiental features (such as the "substitution" of individual

speech sounds for others, or the distortions of individual speeoh sounds in

interlarmage), or suprasegmental features such as stress, rhythm, intonation

and syllabification in interlanquage.

3
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2.2. Causes of Phonological. Fossilisation. An issue of primary

psychological interest is the question of why it is that pronunciation often

remains problematic even for advanced learners of the second language.

Indeed, adult learners often report that matters of "accent" may continue

to mark them as non-native sneakers long after fine points of syntax, semantics

or even style have been mastered. What is the cause of this phenomenal

"fossilization" of phonology=

One possible explanation might be some kind of physiological habit

formation. After all, the muscles of the tongue and mouth region have been

practicing the production of one set of sou..1 edtterns for years, and it may

be (as learners often insist) that the nerves and muscles needed to-produce

another set of sound pattsi,ns have atrophied so far as to prohibit accurate

pronunciation of the second' language. Such a physiological explanation

need not be limited to muscles and nerves at the periphery -- perhaps some

neural functions in the central nervous processes have atrophied sanehow --

perhaas along the lines of Lenneberes (1967) suggestion of lateralization

of the cortical function, the "flexibility" of the brain has diminished with

age and this lack of flexibility has affected pronunciation of the second

language more than the syntax and semantics. Krashen and Hershman (1972) and

Krashen (1973) raise questions about the physiological hypothesis, however,

reanalyzing data used by Lenneberg, and dichotic listening data, and showing

that lateralization seems to take place long before the end of the "critical

period"
i
for language learning.

Krashen (in oress) supports a hypothesis which falls into the second

group of explanations for the fossilization of phonology -- the"psychologicaP

explanations. Krashen suggeits that the close of the critical period is

related to the onset of Inhelder and PiagrAls stage of f6rmal operations;

Krashen sugaests that this stage, in which adolescents begin to consciously

4
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construct abstract theories about the world, may inhibit °natural" language

acquisition, including the acquisition of phonology. Another Apsyhhological°

hypothesis attemnting to explain the fossilization of phonology in particular,

is one based in psychological habit formation. It is becoming common for

researchers to claim that language transfer probably has its strongest effect

in the area of pronunciation. If this is true (and it has by no means been

clearly demonstrated to date), and if language transfer is evidence for habit

formaticn (some serious questions have been raised about this cl4im as well),

then perhaps we might lay the cause of the difficulty of second language

nronunciation at the door of psychological habit formation. That is it may

be that a learner's sneech perception and production have become permanently

influenced by the first language nhonology so that s /he has become peycholo-

gically unable to nerceive or produce a new phonology with any great facility.

This type of psychological habit formation would not result from physiological

causes, but rather would derive from the subject's psychological inability to

alter the criteria used to categorize speech sounds.

A third type of explanation would stress the learner's underlying lack

of empathy with the native sneakers of the second language. Considerable

'work has been done by sociolinguists such as Labov5 showing that patterns

of nronunciation tend to be adopted when the speaker identifies with a

particular social group. Guiora et al (1972) have shown that when empathy

with native sneakers of a second language is artifically induced, the

pronunciation of the second language improves. Guiora feels that interlanguage

prontnciation is a sensitive indicator of empathy, or the degree to which the

language learner identifies with the speakers of the second language. Does

the lack of empathy lead to a fossilized phonology?

It should,be the function of research into interlanguage phonology to

attempt to resolve this issue of the cause of phonological fossilization.

5
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2.3. Processes shloas Interlangnage phonology. Anotheriesue for

research to deal with -- one which has already been touched upon -- is' the

relative imnortance of language transfer processes, first language processes,

and other processes in shaping the interlanguage phonology. Several questions

need to be investigated:.

first language
---- How dose languagsAransfer gran the :lhc. influence the interlanguage

phonology and cause it to deviate fray the second language? Which aspects

.of the interlanguage ohonology are most influenced by the first language?

---- Are first language acquisition processes reactivated in learning to

pronounce the second language/ To what extent does the second-language

learner behave like the first-language learner in the acquisition of

phonology?

---- Or, are there Other processes traceable neither to language transfer nor

to the reactivation of first-language acquisition processes, which

influence the shape of the interlanguage phonology?

2.4. Variability and Instability in Interlangnage Phonology. We know

from work in sociolinguistics that pronunciation seems to be extremely sensitive

to social situation; Dickerson (1975) has shown that this kind of variability

exists in the interlanguage of the second-language learner as well as the

language of the first-language learner. She has begun to isolate the factors

which influence this variability of interlanguage phonology. Similar work

needs to be done in investtoating the instability of interlanguage phonology

over time -- that is, from month to month and year to year. Of special impor-

tance is the issue of thi influence of the classroom situation upon interlan-

guage phonology, and the extent of carry-over of certain patterns of pronun-

ciation from the classroom to other situations.
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3. Stuff on the Syllable Structure of Inter language.

3.1. Focus of the Stuty. There are, then, a great litany variables to

study in the area of interlanguage phonology. No on study can begin to answer

all these questions. This paper -describes one preliminary study which

(1) focuses on the syllable structure of the interlanguage, in an attempt

to determine how it differs from the syllable structure of the second language,

and which (2) begins to identify sane of the processes which shane that

interlanguage syllable structure.

3.2. Theoretical Background of the Study. In site of the absence of

empirical data, there have been some speculations as to the nature of the

processes which might influence interlenguage phonology. Three separate

influences on the shape of the interlanguage syllable structure eight be

suggested: language transfer, reactivated first language processes, and a

universal preference for the open (CV) syllable.

The language transfer hypothesis would suggest that the learner would

simply use the syllable structure from the first language in his attempt to
communicate meaningfully in the second language. Thus, if the first language

contains only syllables consisting 0 a vowel-consonant (VC) type, this

hypothesis would predict that the learner would tend to transform the second-

language syllables into VC types.

The second hypothesis would suggest that the second- language learner

would tend to do what the first-language learner does with syllable structure.

That is, difficult syllables would be simplified by the second-language learner

in the same way that they are by the first-language learner. The nature of

this hypothesis is best understood by considering the work of D.K. Oiler (1970.

Oiler believes that second-language learners do not reactivate first-language

7
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acquisition processes in the acquisition of their Second-language phonology;

rather, he has suggested that the processes which shape the interlanquage

ohrinology are quite different from those which shape phonology in first-

lan7uage acquisition. Oiler makes this claim on the basis of a thorough

examination of the literature which does exist on the phonoloczies of second-

language learners -- a literature which is very soars; and unsystematically-

renorted. D.K. Oiler (1974) has pointed to such phenomena as the reportedly

characteristic epenthesis in the speech of second-language learners as

evidence fnr his claim. He maintains that in first-language acquisition of

phonology, it is most characteristic for learners under 36 months of age to

sinnlify by reducing or deleting difficult sounds, as --

a) cluster reduction:
e.g., blue bue

b) final consonant deletion:
e.g., hid; ----iobi

c) weak syllable deletion:

e.g., banana nana

However, in the data renorted in the literature, second-language learners

annear to use a very different strategy in attempting to pronounce difficult

sounds:

a) instead of cluster reduction, second-language learners
renortedly used vowel insertion (epenthesis) much more
frequently:

e.g., tree terse

b) instead of final consonant deletion, second-language learners
more cnnmonlv favored vowel addition (epenthesis):

e.g., big bigu

c) and where first-language learners deleted weak syllables,
this oheromenon was reported to be very uncommon among
second-language learners.

(Oiler, 1974)

The literature a)larentiv gives no indication of the strength of this reported

tondencv to ecenthesize, nor of the existence of any strong tendency among

8
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second-language learners to delete consonants-as first-language learners do.

D.K. Oiler (1974) emphasises the -need for a systematically- described

empirical data case on interlanguage phonology; he feels that such a- data

base would show that the orocesses shaping tnterlanguage phonoloey were

different from those shaping first-laneuage phonology.

If it is true that openthesis is a common strategy in second-language

learners" acquisition of nhonology, there may be two alternative explanations

for it: it may result from language trqnsfer, or it maybe the result of an

alternative process described by'Tarone (1972).

This third suggested influence on the shape of interianguage syllable

structure is a possible universal prefer ce for the open (CV) syllable.

Tarone (1972) has argued that the simple open syllable may be a universal

articulatory and perceptual unit; that is, the articulators tend to operate

in basic CV programs in all languages, and the various languages simply ela-

borate upon this program by addins! various conhinations of initial and final

consonants. In stressful situations of various kinds, speakers have been

shown to revert to very simple CV psOterns of pronunciation in their native

languages (see, for example, Kozhevnikov and Chistovich, 1965). In learning

a second lantmage, then, it would seem to be possible that any learner,

regardless of first-language background, mieht tend to break difficult sound

combinations into simple CV patterns, using the kind of epenthesis described

by D.K. 011er.

In order to determine whether the reported tendency to spenthesize is a

result of language transfer, Or of a process of simplification towards a

universal open syllable, we will have to examine attempts by speakers of a

variety of first languages to learn the phonology of the same second language --

in this case, English. Many languages, such as Cantonese, have a fairly simple

CV syllable structure, so that (based on predictions of contrastive analysis)

9
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This is becanse, in order to show that interlenquaqe syllable structure

errors do net result from leneuege transfer, it is necessary to demonstrate

,clearly that the 34M19 soleence of vowels and consonants exists in the

native lan'euage and the target languaee, and that the learner still makes,

syllable structure errors in trying t', produce that sequence-in the target

laremage. A coenarison of Cantonese and English, or Portuguese and English,

shows that the number of such identical sequandes of vowels and consonants

in both languages is not large. A cpmparison of Korean and-En elish, however,

shows much more simiUrity of syllable structure, and thus provides much

mere onnertunity for the researcher to separate out the relative influences

of, laneueee transfer, told any universal CV simplification process which

nev wetst.

3.3. Procedure and Subjects. In this preliminary study, six speakers

were recorded as they described orally a sequence of pictures, narrating a

story in the orocess. Each sleeker was shown the same series of pictures.

Previous exierience with this Method of data elicitation had shown it to be

fairly effective in eltattine the same eeneral English lexical items and

gremeticel streetures from all subjects. (A possibly more orderly method

night have been to ask each subject to read the same passeFe into a tape

recorder; however, this procedure might have confounded the data with "reading

eronuncietion".) Two of the subjects were Cantonese speakers frogs Hong Kong,

two were Portueuese speakers from Brazil. and two were native sneakers of

Korean. All the subjects were between 19 and 30 years of age.

Each subject's narration the etnev was trenserihed using a etanderd

IPA (International Phonetic Alehebet) transcrintion with diacritics where

needed to note deviation from a Standard American English transcription.

(All six teanscrintions are included in Appendix A of this paper.) Next,

10
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one might exnect Cantonese **eskers learning Alglish to break difficult

sound coMbinations into CV syllable units as a result of language transfer.

It would be hard, studying subjects whose first language was Cantonese, to'

find instances of syllable simplification in the interlangusge which could

clearly be demonstrated to originate from causes other than transfer.

However, speakers whose native languages have some of the same, relatively

complex syllable structures as those appearing in the target language, and

who still attempt to break those structures into simpler open-syllables as

they speak the interlanguage, provide clear evidence that some process other

than language transfer is operating. In such cases, one might claim that a

universal process of simplification towards an open or CV syllable is being

evidenced.

3.3. The knelt Structures of the _Three First Lansuag, in the MA I.

Native speakers of three different first languages were studied tn

this project: Cantonese, Portuguese and Korean, A word about the syllable

structures of these three languages may be helpful.6 Cantonese and

Portuguese are both considered to be relatively "open.sylliblew languages;

that is, the syllabic structure of both languages is fairly simple, with

most syllables being of a consonant-vow:a, or CV, variety. In Cantonese,

"closad" syllables which may end in one of a limited number of consonants

may occur. Consonant clustene occur orimarily as kalibles occur together,

across syllable boundaries. In Portuguese, similarly, there is a limited

number of permissible final consonants. but a somewhat la:egernuttbar of

consonant clusters permitted within a syllable. While Korean is also con-

sidered to be primarily an open-syllable language, it contains a much more

complicated syllable structure, especially in its final consonant structure,

than either Cantonese or Portuguese. Note that where Cantonese and Portuguese

sneakers learning ESL, make syllable structure errors it will be very difficult

to trace the source of those errors to anything other than language transfer.

Ii
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A score was obtained for each subject. This score noted the number of errors

in syllable structure made by each subject. An error in syllable structure

was categorized as (1) eoenthesis. '(e..) consonant deletion, and (3) insertion

of -lottal stops. The snore did not include the substitution of one consonant

for another consonant, or of one vowel for another vowel, since such substitu-

tions do not substantially alter the syllable structure :7

3.5. Results and Discussion.

In Table A, we see that about 20% of all the syllables attempted by

oach subject contained some sort of syllable structure error.

--Insert Table A about here --

In examining the overall use of the strategies of epenthesis and

consonant deletion, disnlayed in Table B, it is immediately apparent that

the subjects did not rely heavily on epenthesis as a strategy in altering

syllable structure, as D.K. Oiler's sources had suggested they might.

--Insert Table B about here --

Rather, the subjects used both epenthesis and consonant deletion. This would

seem to indicate that, insofar as consonant deletion is a strategy used in

the Requisition of first-lanauaie phonology, it may be possible that first.

lanauar acquisition nronesses are in fact reactivated to a certain extent

in the acquisition of second-len*,lage phonology. However, if such a reacti-

vation loos take piece, it does not seem to =erste with great force. The

two strategies of consonant deletion and eoenthesis seem to affect the

syllable structure with Rnoroximately equal force for most of the subjects.

Different subjects do seem to prefer different strategies, however; the

critical variable in their choice of strate?ies appears to be their native

larruage back/round. In Table B we can see that the Cantonese and Korean

sneakers preferred consonant deletion as a strategy, while the

1.v
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Portuguese speakers decidedly favored epenthesis as a strategy in Simplifying

syllable structure.

Table C shows each subject's performance in terms of the strategies

used in simplifying eithor final consonants or consonant clusters.

--Insert Table C about here --

It is clear from Table C that most consonant deletion and epenthesis took

place in the subjects* Production of final consonants rather.than of non-final

consonant clusters. Where non-final consonant clusters were simplified, the

rubjects almost always used consonant deletion as a strategy; both consonant

deletion and epenthesis were used in simplifying syllables that ended in

consonants.

In theanalysis of the data, all the errors, or points of deviation,

between interlanvuaRe and target language syllable structure, were cross-

classified as to whether their origin could be reliably traced to language

transfer or not. So, for example, the Korean speaker's:

for EcleS7

was classified as an error originating in language transfer. since Korean

does not have any [kJ) clusters. However, the same speaker's rendition of:

Caku for iiskuzli

was classified as non-transfer in ort'in. Since Korean has a word 00:213

(meaning "ninth month"), rskulp could not be caused by language transfer

from the first language, Korean. In many cases, it was hard to tell whether

an error was the result of language transfer or not. For example, the

same speaker produced:

[itilj
for e

where the final -n was omitted from the word "then ". Korean does have

syllables which end with a final C41] , so one might'be inclined to exclude

lanTleqe transfer as a cause of thiS error. However, further investigation

13
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shnws that Korean has no words which end in Er ;i]. In eases like this, the

error was called a leinFua;:e transfer error. Since one of the purnoses of

this study was to isolate clear cases of syllable structure errors in the

interlanauage which clearly could not be caused by language transfer, whenever

there was any doubt in the investigator's mind about the origins of any

nlrticular error, that error was classified as "language transfer" rather

than "non-transfer".

--Insert Table D about here--

ft is clear from Table D that the majority of errors in syllable structure

made by the subjects were attributed to the influence of lanauage transfer.

But for each learner, there was a number ef such errors which clearly could

not he due to lan:Nafze transfer. Forty-WM percent of Korean Speaker #1's

syllable structure errors could not be accounted for in terms of language

transfer; this learner had the largest percentaae of such "non-transfer"

errors. For Portuguese Speaker #2, who had the smallest percentage of such

errors, onlylqwere clear cases of non-transfer errors.

--Insert Table E about here- -

Table E contains An exhaustive list of all the syllable structure errors

made by these learners which, in the investigator's judgment, could not-be

the result of language transfer. These non-transfer errors are listed to'ether

with nermissible syllable sequences from the respective learners' native languages

which contain the same (or neerlv the same) sequence of vowels and consonants

AS the sequence in English which the learner failed to produce correctly. The

examples of enenthesis, consonant deleti.nn and cflottal stop insertion shown in

Table E cannot be accounted for in terms of lanauage transfer, if the information

contained therein renrding the learners' native language syllable structure is

correct. Neither can those examples be accounted for entirely in terms of the

reactivation of first-language acquisition processes, since epenthesis is

14
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clearly one of the stratewies used by these learners, and as D.K. Oiler has

pointed out, enenthesis is not a first- language acqniiition strategy. Soto,

that in every case, the result of consonant deletion ind epenthesis is to

"simplify" the second-language syllable structure that is, to modify it

towards a basic Consonant-vowel pattern. Since the consistent result of this

pattern of enenthesis and consonant delet4..on is to modify the syllable structure

towards a basic CV pattern, it is suggested here that that pattern may be a

result of a universal preference for the open syllable, and for the CV syllable;

in nartiaular. This universal preference may ,combine -with-other processes,

such as language transfer, to produce an even stronger preference for the open

syllable in the interlanguages of same learners; but clearly, the universal

preference for the open CV syllable seems to be a prOcesi Which operates

independently of language transfer.

In examining glottal stop insertions, it is found that in every instance,

the glottal stop is inserted at word boundaries -- usually when the first word

ends with a vowel, and the next word begins with a vowel. the result of this

insertion is usually the change the syllable structure to a consonant-vowel

pattern. It seems likely that the insertion of glottal stops may be-the

result of an attempt to nroduce lexical items as separate units in the speech

stream possibly as a consequence of teaching technique, or of the learners'

meter familiarity with written English than with spoken English (see Tarone,

1972). in interaction with the hypothesized preference for the open syllable.

4, Summary. In summary, then, the data acculumulated in this preliminary

study supaorts the following findings:

(a) the syllable structure ox' the interlanguege is often markedly
different from that of the target language;

09 in the syllable structure of the tnterlanguages examined in
this study, both epenthesis and consonant deletion seemed to

15
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be used as strategies for syllable simplification, with the

first-language baelcground of the learner seeming to be related
to a preference for one strategy over the other;

(c) the dominant orpcess influencing the syllable structure of the
interlanguage phonology appeared to he lan?uage transfer;

(d) a preference for the open (CV) syllable seemed to operate as a
process independent of language transfer in influencing the
syllable structure of the interlanguage phonology; and

(e) glottal stop insertion appeared only between words, possibly
as a result of an attempt to produce lexical items as separate
units in the speech stream.

16
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Gloss of Transcriptions of Six Subjects

Koren 11

I thinka she ma(kes) sammitcha SOO then out 'n a sackay ...
then uh ... she go ... ou(t) ... the(n) she wa(1k) ... the(n) she drop ...

she drop?
uh she silts) someplace ... in a e/0 /.lass or someplace ...

I really don' know what is she doing ... then ... uh ... she ...
out 'n a in sack to check the sack) ... is a ho(le) ...

the SR ... uh sammitcha go(ne) ... all go(ne) ... the dog eat ...
looks like a dog fun ...

Korean

She ma(kes) a sammitehy ... she making 0.. a samai(tch) ... an'
naper he(g) ... an' she take ou(t) ... 'n she eo walking, not
T thin(k) the(n) ... she eo some* schoo(1) or something ... an'
'n she drop ... sans ... so ... she ... she put in a ba(g) ...
the owner has ... a ... ho(le) ... so ... she ... surpr *ea UM
Oh o4lo she see ... a ho(le) sa, i, sa(nd)witchy ... do(g) ...
dog eat ... her sa(nd)witcha ...

Cantonese 11

she put in

she ...

S M

The girl's name is ... Joa(n) ... an' ... she's going ...

uh to have a pi(c)nic ... an' firs(t) of a(11) ... she uhp ...
p(r)epares a jam sa(nd)witcha ... an' ... she puts i(t) in a bag ...

um ... she brings ... um ... samish 0.. an' a ... blanketa ...
with her an (th)e way ... an' ...

suddenly ... she ... drops ... the sa(nd)witcha ... bu(t) she doesn' know tha(tj
an' ... whe(n) she ... reaches the place uh ... where she ... prans to have a
ni(c)nice ... she uh spree ... sorea/2/s the brankets ...

on ... on (th)e grou(nd) ... an' the(n) ... she takes out a sa(nd)witcha ...
bu(t) ... she discover(s) that (th)e sa(nd)witcha was gone ...
an/ ... she doesn' know why ... an' ... that is b'cause ... 'um ...
she drops it on (th)e limy an' ... the do(g) ... dogs ... ge ... get its ...

Cantonese la

A eir(1) is uh ... fixing her toas(t) ... wif ... jam ...
an' I thin(k) uh she is trying to have a ni(c)nic ... an' he g, ... an' he ha ....
an/ he ha' ... an' uh she has everything ... ready an' Ph ... she wa ...
she was so harpy an' ... Feting ou(t) of the doo(r) ... an' ... she was so ...
s, sh ... (unintelligible) she walk Along the road) an' ... 'n she didn' know
uh ... the ... the sack) was ... was ... uh ... uh,sh ...
she di(dn't) notices ... notice that (th)e sack uh ... was broken a(nd) the
sa(nd)witcha came out ... an' uh ... he ... he go to the beach an' uh p(1)ay

wif (th)a san(d) ...

an' ... afte(r) while she f-lt ha, hungry an' sne wants ...
she wanted to eat some sa(nd)witcha ... an' uh ... she took out (th)a sacka an'
she found ou(t) that) the sacka ... was brokea .... an' uh ...
a, an' she wash' ... she wasa no(t) sure where ... where she los(t) (th)e

sa(nd)witches ...

An' ... an' on the other han(d)a ... the do(g)s are eating ... her sa(nd)witchea
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portugues&

The girl ... pick up ... ash. bun .. an' prepared& his uh

food for her food for ... a picanic uh ... when ... he ...

was going to the picanic she ... losta ... her s sandawish

an ... she she doesn't& n know about ant whe(n) s

she ... arrive to the places where .../)ahe want to go 4040 uh she puts

uh b(1)anketa ...the floor ... ant' prepare to, eat ... but whe(n) he

gets her bag ... she ... eh ... notes that ..iber bags was ... baroken
an' that she lnsta ... her ... sanwish an' she ... becomes verge Oh

surprised& an' uh ... the firot thing ... tha(t) camas to her min(d) is that

sane dogs ... was eating her food.

Portuguese

Susie was a goods ... very very good& girl she ... she like
she like eat ... very much because she's fat ... she's very fat ...

and uh one day she ... one day she prepare many sanwish
for go to the school and, ee when the begin uh whe. whe
When (sh)e begin ... to walk ... in the ... when (sh)e begin to walks
in the forest uh, i, in the garden ... in the ...

int in the garden ... she, she losta the t(h)ree sanwish oh

she Ro to the hnusea an' a begin very Very hungry very very

hungry ... an' ah she cry very much but m ya
uh but uh she cry very very much but uh ti ... the ... she haves ...
the ... dogs the street& dogs ... have i(n) the garden
eats the lunch ... an' (h)e pan(t)s very very well ...
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FOOTN9TiS

!'The author wishes to thank Amy Sheldon, D, X. 011er, and d-Larry Winker,
who read and conmented on a prelMnary version of this paper.

2
Dieseruon (1975) reports n very thorough study on phonological variation

in inte.rlanNa7e. however.

-t 41 ende'Aed for some of tnese ideas to the participants in Jon Schumann's
sIssion on ihnnology at the University of Michigan's Sixth Annual Conference on
41o1 iel Linmlistics at Ann Arbor.

'The .tern,: "critical oeriod" is used to describe an ale range durin7 which it
is lossible to learn a second langul'e easily; after that oeriod, It is suirsted
th4t the second lan.rnacT cannot ae learned with the facility suonosedlv charac-
teristic nf chilAren.

5Labov (1972), for examnle, showS that an adoleslent's deree of inclusion in
oarticular neer ?roux is highly correlated with the phonolocical patterns

evidenced in that ainlescent's sneech.

Tn Table 9 and Table C. certain syllables which are usually simplified in
Alerienn !Tnlish were not counted. Most notable syllables excluded from the
count5 in Table 9 and C are the exnressions; 'Inn", as in "you an' I ", and

"and, alb "; as in "T saw Than and, 'ih, Tom."

2 n
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0verall Parcentame of Syllable Structure Errors

4norox1mate +
,yllables Attelnted

# Syllable
Structure Errors

Annroximate
tErrors

yoraan Al 72 15 21%

Korean 32 7) 15 2iai

'77,,41rn9e 31 129 25. 19$

,q,,tonesq 42 148 36 214

0tam:v.:se #1 112 23 214

'1,4,13c-neS4.1 442 1L4 23 1.6%

q:

I A

Preferrel Stratevies for SvilAble SiriplificAtion
6

Consonant Deletion Epanthests

Korean #1 714 294

Korean #2 80% 20

Cantonese Al 68, 324

Cantonese 42 624 38%

Portuluese #1 204 80%

?ortuovese f2 204 904

T4qT.1: C:

Strate.ries ?referral in SimolifieRtion of FinAl ConAonRnts
or Conswnt Clusters 6

Final Cnnsonants
Deletion Enenthesis

Consonant Clusters
Deletion Enenthesis

orean Al 10 (594) 4 (244) 2 OM 1 (5$)

tcni-ean A2 10 (6:70 3 (20t) 2 (13A) 0

Cl.,tont9e #1 to (40")) 8 (320 7 (28%) 0

Cantonese A2 13 (454) 11 (384) 5 OM o

Portuniese #1 2 (11.4) 11 (564) 2 (114) 4 (20%)

Portu?unse $2 0 8 (80) 24 2 (20%) 0
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TABLE D:
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Processes Underlying InterbingutPe Syllable Stl'itcture errors

4 Errors
$ Ermrs ens to

Lan',*7- TIn.qfer
NIn-Transfer

grrtirs'

Korean $.1 1? 9 (53%) 8'(47%)

Korean $2 1.5 11 MP 4 (2S)

Cantonese $1 25 19 (r%) 6 (230

Cantonese 42 29 21 ( ?3g) B' (27%)

Pm-tmes,: 1'1 19 16 (84%) 3 (16%)

-Porturmese $2 10 9 (90%) 1 (10)
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Syllable Structure Errors Anoarently Not-Due to LAnTuage Tranifer

Subject

Korean #1

Korean $2

Cantonese #1

Cantonese #2

Portwmese ill

Target Sequence

Sit Pone, es

hot/

salvo
5'n
9'"sak

JznSack

as4t
skull!
6:

go, kin

n

Wen k
9/Alt
agble
vio,tool

414.tav

Sitk

sack
sack

fetit
tatty
vie.sr

49,0=9

Llitplot
bate was
plesgot

pr,rtuRuns4 42 /as &it

IL Sequence

sramspies
h.:

so.:
93
91

sake
leacm131'

Arise

Slt:
hos

kZ9

43;1
bafi

lerftf
a? Sxst
vio ?W ca.

PersIsellis
NL"Sequence

labta
ko :I

stickula.
kax
kt

seek

kaktv,
tole zt

4.0.1h/

ttj
sit
tt4.7c?

sa t< n

e IT

rit.r7

67kief
Welt WAS
pusher

. te
kto I

kw./
**to.

0 11

vielg%)%

kat
kat

fy;eh.

Strategy

DeletiOn

Deletion

Deletion

Deletion

Leietion.

ipenthesis

SpenthesiS

Insertion

Deletion,

Deletion

Deletion

Insertion

Deletion

Deletion

E?enthesis

E9enthesis

Insertion

Insertion

Kt Deletion

kg bid Epenthesis

* Eoenthesis

Epenthebis

kAit ism, Insertion

tepiett 1.14*044: Insertion

f4ii CO Insertion

k. 406 Insertion

fr
19441

lot No

t 1i 47"411°
2 6

Llenthesis

Spanthesis

Spentaasis

Epenthasis


